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Abstract 
 

The sample rate conversion (SRC) is one of the core blocks in software 

defined radio (SDR) receiver to considerably reduce the data rate for the 

efficient processing of the data in field-programmable gate array (FPGA) or 
digital signal processor (DSP). The digital down converter (DDC) performs 

the task of SRC by forming a set of efficient decimation filter. The basic idea 

behind the research paper is to design and analyze the efficient multistage 
decimator. In the proposed work a power efficient multistage decimator for 

audio applications is designed for the audio input sampled at a rate of 96 kHz 

and downsampled by a decimator factor of D=96. The digital filters are 
designed using low pass FIR filter direct form with equiripple and then 

analyzed using MATLAB Simulink 2014a and Xilinx System Generator. The 

proposed design offers a reduction in terms of filter order, LUTs, LUTRAM, 

flip flops (FF) and DSP slices when compared with single and two stage 
decimator. The designed model is synthesized using Vivado 2015.3 by 

targeting kintex7 family series XC7K160t.   
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1 Introduction 

Software Defined Radio (SDR) is a key technique for emerging wireless 
radio communication due to its reconfigurable adaptability. The design of 

SDR can be achieved using the numerous digital signals processing platform 

such as Application Specific Integrated circuit (ASIC), FPGA and DSP for 
digitization of band limited signals at the transmitter and receiver section. 

The receiver section at the SDR needs faster Analog-Digital Converter 

(ADC) to translate and digitize the incoming bandlimited signals in the radio 
frequency (RF) and Intermediate frequency (IF) range [1]. The digital down 

converter (DDC) and digital up converter (DUC) are the major components 

in the digital radio receivers. The main function of DDC is to convert the 

bandlimited RF or IF signal to a complex baseband at a lower sampling rate 
for reducing the processing stages in radio architecture. The DUC converters 

do the function of changing the complex baseband signal to real bandpass 

signal at a higher sampling rate [2]. 
The DDC and DUC in SDR are realized with various forms of filters 

such as cascaded integrator-comb (CIC) filter, pulse shaping filters, moving 

average, half-band filters (HBF), differentiator and combiner. These 

techniques are useful for the hardware implementation in FPGA or DSP 
processors. The CIC filter contains sub-optimal frequency bands and the cost 

is very low due to the non-utilization of multipliers. To mitigate the effects of 

anti-aliasing and anti-imaging filtering the decimation, interpolation, and 
finally the compensation filters are used in stages of CIC filters. The pass-

band ripples in CIC filters are found to be higher when compared with half-

band filter and pulse shaping filter [2]. The combination of cascaded CIC 
filtering along with Farrow interpolation structures form the flexible 

architecture in the design of multirate sample conversion for SDR. This 

method offers less area and power dissipation when compared with the 

existing structures [3]. This method requires needs extra circuits such as 
mux, delay and the gain block from the Simulink model for the decimation 

factor of 16. In this paper the design of multistage decimator does not require 

any filter design object from Simulink DSP System Toolbox. The proposed 
lowpass FIR filter designed from the Xilinx block set will offer better 

translation of the blocks into the HDL code generation. 

 

 

2 Related Works 
 

A Sadiq Batcha et al. [1] proposed a Dielectric Resonator Antenna 

(DRA) for various wireless applications with different methods to increase 
bandwidth such as single stacked DRA structures. By stacking the DRA 

more bandwidth can be achieved. Kwok WA Leung et al. [2] explained the 
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basic characteristics of dielectric resonator antennas (DRAs), emphasizing 

the effect on form factor and their resonance (operating) frequencies. Marius 

Gabriel et al. [3] proposed the design of rectangular DRA with a slot feed for 
industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) radio bands applications and 

illustrated the effect of slot feed DRA. The proposed model is applicable for 

WLAN applications with frequency band 2.4 - 2.5 GHz or 5.725 - 5.875 
GHz. Bin Li et al. [4] found that the fundamental TE111 mode, with the 

higher-order TE113mode, is possible to design a wide-band LP DRA while 

in previous studies of the LP rectangular DRA, the fundamental TE111 mode 

only has received much attention.  
Kranti Kumar Katare et al. [5] presented pattern diversity scheme based 

on Dielectric resonator antenna (DRA) and parasitic directive array on 

exciting DRA. Their model offers uniform gain of -4.8 dBi with beam 
steering along the entire azimuth plane. But due to the effects of ground 

plane, beams are tilted by - 45 0 from ground plane. Mian Shahzad Iqbal et 

al. [6] designed a DRA for medical applications and is tested on a 

homogenous numerical phantom modeling a human arm.  The volume of 
DRA is reduced with multi-segment dielectric, by adding a finite planar 

conducting wall. Kanika Aggarwal et al. [7] designed a stacked dielectric 

resonator antenna (DRA) structure with 3 different boxes that are rigorously 
analyzed from the modal perspective. Abhishek Pandiya et al. [8] presented 

an annular shape microstrip feed that has been used to excite a hybrid mode 

in ring dielectric resonator antenna. It has been achieved 10 dB impedance 
bandwidth of 71.1% at the center frequency of 5.35 GHz with consistent 

radiation pattern throughout the operation bandwidth of 3.2GHz–7.23GHz 

In SDR the capability to support different communication standards 

within the existing bandwidth using a single architecture is a major 
constraint. The fast development and prototyping approach for multistandard 

device using a multistage sample rate converter is proposed in paper. The 

proposed architecture can process multiple standards without the need of the 
reconfiguration. The design procedure follows the high-level design 

methodology and offers computational efficiency with less power 

consumption. The decimator is designed based on the partitioned distributed 
arithmetic lookup table (DALUT) instead of a multiply-accumulate unit 

(MAC). This approach offers high speed and area-efficient decimator for 

DDC [4]. This method is further improved in paper [5]. The drawback of this 

approach is, if the word length increases the size of the LUT also increases 
which result in more area. The digital filter bank in the channelizer performs 

the function of extracting a narrow band from the wideband signal. The filter 

bank needs to be operated at a higher speed, since it is placed near to ADC. 
Two techniques with the capability of dynamic reconfiguration to adapt for 

the multistandard communication are proposed. The first method is known as 

frequency response masking (FRM) technique and the second method is a 

novel decimation technique which offers low complexity reconfigurable filter 



 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

[6]. The main drawback of the proposed method is the design procedure 

requirement for every distinct channel and the VLSI design approach is not 
specified. The robust half-band filter designed for the application of signal 

compression is presented in [7].The polynomial generation technique for 

equiripple (ER) HBF is designed based on the Chebyshev polynomial and the 

differential equation of the second kind. The advantage of this proposed 
method over the traditional method is the derivation of coefficients directly 

evaluated from the filter specification and this offers the ER HBF to be used 

in adaptive signal processing systems. This paper [8] presents the design of 
cascaded linear phase recursive HBF for DDC with low power and suitable 

for the application of battery-operated wireless devices. Two techniques are 

proposed in this paper. The first method is known as quadrature mirror filter 

constructed using polyphase HBF to reduce the sample rate at the output 
side. The second method is cascaded HBF with all pass linear phase filter 

Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filter. The analysis of various architectures 

based on finite arithmetic effects with the proposed method is missing. The 
fractional rate converter (FRC) based on dynamic blocks offer an optimized 

area [9]. The limitation of this paper is the requirement of large memory for 

the implementation. This paper [10] discusses the design of digital filters for 
decimation of audio application using Xilinx System Generator. This paper 

did not discuss the comparison of filters using FPGA resources [11]. In SDR 

at the RF/IF data converter section HBF is normally used to upsample or 

downsample the signal. This paper [12] discusses the derivation of further 
desensitized HBF to reduce the sensitivity of HBF against coefficient 

quantization. It will result in a less complex structure with low power 

consumption and increases the speed of operation when compared with the 
existing method. This paper [13] presents the non-recursive decimation and 

interpolation by a factor of 8 using Xilinx System Generator. The CIC filter 

is commonly used in the design of sample rate due to its simplicity. The 
decimation filter is implemented using a non-recursive and polyphase 

structure. The optimized CIC decimator and interpolator filter design [14] 

and implementation using Xilinx systems generator is presented in [15]. The 

implementation of DDC and FPGA based implementation of decimation 
filter for wireless communication is presented [16]. The SRC technique for a 

multi-band OFDM system with parallel processing and low power down 

sampler using the multi-rate technique is discussed in [17]. The decimator 
filter design for speech signal analysis, hearing aid application and the 

comparison of audio signal analysis using different sampling rates are 

discussed in [18]. The optimized design is presented for a very low SRC. The 

existing literature survey lags the details of the FPGA implementation for 
multistage decimator. This paper aims to provide a detailed method and 

procedure for the multistage decimator design using Matlab Simulink, Xilinx 

System Generator and Vivado 2015.3[19]. 
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3 Problem Statement 
 

The digital IF module in the SDR architecture does the function of 

channelization and SRC. The design of the channelizer and SRC using filter 

banks have to fulfil the requirements such as low power, low complexity and 
high speed. For higher-order filters, the transition band must be sharp to 

encounter the rigid wireless communication specification. The increase in the 

filter order will result in the escalation of the filter design complexity. 

 
4 Proposed Solution 
 

The main objective of this paper is to design an efficient multistage 

decimator for SDR applications using MATLAB Simulink and Xilinx 
System Generator. Equiripple filters deliver smallest possible transition 

bandwidth for a given ripple with minimum order of filter. The equiripple 

filter response is better with the minimum value of the order of the filter.  

 
 
4.1 Multistage Decimator 

   

Sample rate conversion plays a significant part in SDR. It has to support 

multiple standards which require different clock speed for the operation. 
Decimator is the method to reduce the sampling rate. It consists of low pass 

filter (LPF) followed by a decimator (D). The multistage decimator will be 

more efficient when the decimator value is larger than 10. It offers reduced 

computational complexity with less hardware and also requires less number 
of filter orders. The block diagram of multistage decimator is shown in figure 

1. 

 
Figure 1. Block Diagram of multistage decimator 

 

Where   x[n] is the input  
           Fo is the sampling rate 

             D is the decimator factor 

             y[n] is the output of the filter 
             Fo /D   is the signal rate at the output  
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In multistage decimation implementation the decimator factor D can be 

factored into product of integer as  
 

DkDDDDD ....................321*0                                                  (1) 

 

It can be written as  





k

i

DiD
1

                                                                                      (2) 

  
Where i=1, 2 ….k. The block diagram in figure 1 can be modified based on 

equation 1 and 2 as shown in figure 2. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Block Diagram of multistage decimator with k-stages 

 
In this paper, the three stage decimator is designed to downsample an 

audio signal by a factor of 96 with an input sampling rate of 96 KHz and the 

highest frequency of interest in output data is 450 Hz.  
 

4.2 Design Methodology 

 
 Step1: To determine the passband from the given specification:  v      

FpF 0
 

 

Where  F-> is the varying Frequency  

Fp ->Passband frequency  

 Step2: To determine the stopband: 2/)1(  iFFFstopFi  

Fstop ->Stopband frequency             

 Step3: Calculation of Fi  

Fi = Max. freq. of the transition band – Min. frequency of 

transition/Input freq. of the particular stage 

FpFpFstopFi /  

Where Fi  represents normalized transition band. 

              Fp -> Frequency of that particular ith stage 

 Step4: Calculation of pi  & si  

pi = p /no. of stages 
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Where pi & si represents the passband and stopband ripple of 

the corresponding ith stage  

 Step5: Calculation of the filter length 

1M  -10log ( pi * si )-13/(14.6) Fi   -1 

Where 1M  Filter length of the 1st stage 

The design procedure from a) to e) is continued till the last stage of the 

decimator. 
 

4.3 Simulink Block Model of Multistage Decimator 
  
4.3.1 Single Stage Decimator (D=96) 
 

The audio signal from the input device is decimated by a factor of 96 

using single stage. The signal is sampled at a rate of 96 KHz. The block 
diagram and the Simulink model block of single stage decimator is shown in 

figure 3 and figure 4. The Xilinx system generator and Simulink were 

designed. 
 

 
Figure 3. Block diagram of single stage decimator with D=96 

 
Figure 4. Simulink block model of single stage FIR filter for D=96 

 
The frequency response of the single-stage decimator modelled using 

Simulink is shown in figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Frequency response of single stage FIR filter for D=96 

 
Table 1.  Filter Design Specification for Single Stage with D=96 

 

Filter Design Specifications 

Sampling Frequency 96 KHz 

Decimation Factor (D) 96 

Passband Frequency 450 Hz 

Stopband Frequency 500 Hz 

Passband Ripple 0.01 

Stopband Ripple 0.001 

Length of the filter 292 

 
4.3.2 Three stage Decimator 
 

The block diagram and Simulink model of three-stage decimator with 

decimation factor (D1=12, D2=4 & D3=2) is shown in figure 6 and figure 7. 
 

 
 

Figure 6. Block diagram of three stage decimator with D1=12, D2=4 and D3=2 
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Figure 7. Simulink model of three stage decimator with D1=12, D2=4 and D3=2 

 

The design values for the stage D1, D2 & D3 are computed based on the 

design procedure presented in step1 to step5. 

 
Table 2. Filter design specification for single stage i=1 and D1=12 

 

Filter Design Specifications 

Sampling Frequency 96 KHz 

Decimation Factor (D) 12 

Passband Frequency 450 Hz 

Stopband Frequency 7.5 KHz 

Passband Ripple 0.01 

Stopband Ripple 0.001 

Length of the filter 40 
 

Table 3. Filter design specification for single stage with i=2 and D2=4 
 

Filter Design Specifications 

Sampling Frequency 8 KHz 

Decimation Factor (D) 4 

Passband Frequency 450 Hz 

Stopband Frequency 1.5 KHz 

Passband Ripple 0.01 

Stopband Ripple 0.001 

Length of the filter 23 
Table 4. Filter design specification for single stage with i=3 and D2=4 

 

Filter Design Specifications 

Sampling Frequency 2 KHz 

Decimation Factor (D) 2 

Passband Frequency 450 Hz 

Stopband Frequency 500 Hz 

Passband Ripple 0.01 

Stopband Ripple 0.001 

Length of the filter 10 
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5 Results and Discussion 
 

The multistage decimator designed using Matlab Simulink 2014a and 

Xilinx System Generator is verified and the Verilog HDL code is generated 

using Vivado 2015.3. The input is the audio signal generated from the mike 
and the output signal is the processed waveform after the three stages of 

decimator. The input and the output waveform obtained from the Simulink 

environment using scope is shown in figure 8. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Input and output waveform of three stage decimator 
 

The generated Verilog HDL code is synthesized by targeting Kintex7 

family series xc7k160t with speed grade -3 and ffv676 I/O. The proposed 

three stage decimator is compared with single and two stage decimator for a 
factor of 96. The proposed design achieves more than 6% reduction in 

number of LUTs, the occupation of LUTRAM is reduced by 17.44%, the 

utilization of FFs is reduced by 3% and finally the numbers of DSP blocks 
are also reduced by 18%. The results are shown in table 5. The figure 9 

shows the synthesis result and device summary of three stage decimator for 

the device Kintex7 family series xc7k160t. 
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Table 5. Device Summary of multistage decimator 
 

S.No. Method No. of stages 
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FIR 
compiler 

7.2 

(Direct 

Form) 

One (D=96) 9082 8917 7931 147 

2 

FIR 

compiler 

7.2 

(Direct 

Form) 

Two (D1=48,D2=2) 7063 6875 6591 126 

3 

FIR 

compiler 

7.2 

(Direct 

Form) 

hree 

(D1=12,D2=4,D3=2) 
865 736 1549 23 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 9. Device summary of the proposed three stage decimator 
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6 Conclusion 
 

In this paper, a three stage decimator is designed to decimate the audio 

signal by a factor of 96 at an input sampling rate of 96 KHz. The three stage 
design is found to be computationally more efficient than two stage 

decimator in terms of length of filter. From the synthesis results it is very 

clear that the proposed multistage decimator with low pass FIR filter utilize 

less number of LUTs, LUTRAM, FF and DSP slice when compared with 
single and two stage. In future the multistage decimator can be improved by 

inserting the HDL coded FIR block in Xilinx System generator for the 

required specification. 
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